
MAIN FEATURES:

REMOTE HOLDER

The Opticum RED Remote Control Holder is a must for any home, a useful complement to both TV and home entertainment systems.

We all experience the frustration of mislaid remote controls, maybe even accidental damage from being stood on, or being squeezed 
down the sofa. Many remote control holders are anything but discreet and are far in design, quality and styling from your home 
furnishings or interior design.

The Opticum RED Remote Control Holder is not only functional and will hold up to �ve controls in an easy to identify row, but with 
a high quality luxurious exterior �nish and a protective soft lining, it is designed to complement your home furnishings.
It is hard wearing and built to last, perfect for use in all your rooms with a TV or entertainment system and remote controls. 

- Practical - Upright TV remote control holder featuring �ve deep, suede lined compartments to organise 
store and protect your remotes. 

- Compact - An elegant, and portable design to hold up to 5 remotes upright in an easy to identify row.

- Multipurpose - Use as a remote holder, remote control caddy or a desk tidy for stationery, glasses, mobile 
phone chargers, cables and spare change.

- Premium Finish - �nished in luxury soft touch black PU leather with soft internal lining to protect your 
remotes and devices from scratches and damages



REMOTE HOLDER

- An elegant solution to remote control storage and safekeeping
- No more mislaid or damaged remotes
- Holds up to 5 remote controls
- Luxury �nish and stylish design - complements most home interiors
- Designed to accommodate most popular sizes of remotes
- Perfect gift

Pcs. in GiftBox: 1

Prod. dim. :  70x220x120mm 

NET weight: 290g

[GB] Package dimensions: 850x230x130mm

[GB] Weight with packaging: 340g

Pcs in Master Carton carton: 24pcs

[MC] Weight of carton: 7,5kg

Pcs on a pallet: 480pcs

EURO pallet height: 180cm
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